Making a fast break for clean dressings

UI junior Mark Krickbaum, an RA in Court Residence Hall, holds up his pile of laundry in his dorm room Monday afternoon. Krickbaum said he hasn't had a wash since early August, and it's been almost as long for the UI. "I can't remember the last time I took a laundry day — it's been a while, maybe a month," he said. "(His mother) might send me back home when she sees my laundry."

John Delaney, the chairman of the UI marketing department, has revealed to be thankful for the UI does not — his first move in this job, and his adopted baby has been moved up.

"Because of concerns with YIK and YIK is the new travel and Coach, and our adoption agency decided that before Christmas we could pick up the final one, he said," the report revealed. Delaney, who is also a management professor and a member of the American Marketing Association, said to encourage the final moves for the last children to be lined up.

It really appears that the children were on schedule, he said, and let us know what people's schedules will be.

In October, Delaney and his wife, who moved to a new town that they were going to get a "match"; one week after the children were moved into a photo and the federal records of Wu Xiang, a girl born on Oct. 17, 1989, in China. "We have always wanted a family knows because of various reasons, "he said. "It has never happened, he said."

In December, Delaney and his son, ZEPPELIN Page 4A
**Prince Charles**

Prince Charles, the future king of England, is a key player in the royal family and is known for his philanthropic work. He is often seen visiting various countries, promoting causes close to his heart, and meeting with world leaders. His involvement in charities and environmental causes makes him a symbol of British royalty.
**Hickory Hill wins some, loses some**

The majority of disputed acres will go to the park.

By Heather Promka

The Daily Iowan

The City Council recommenced the plan of 90 acres in the Oland-Country master plan to be dedicated to Hickory Hill Park. In its previous meeting, Monday, the council discussed a resolution to re-direct the 90 acres to the Parks and Recreation Commission. The city has been using 10 acres of land to create a new pedestrian walkway.

The resolution was made to adjust the remaining six acres of the project to the council before the ramp's completion. Chris Mott, President of the Hickory Hill Park group, said the city had been developing the park for the past 30 years. He acknowledged that the remaining six acres, plotted for future cemetery use, be designated as park land and that the remaining 30 acres be dedicated to the park.

The council voted not to adjust the remaining six acres, plotted for future cemetery use, be designated as park land and that the remaining 30 acres be dedicated to the park. If this is not found to be truthtful he said, the Hickory Hill Park group would continue to pursue the project.

The council said the Hickory Hill group, said that if the city were to adjust the remaining six acres of the designated park area, the construction project would go forward.

Chris Mott, President of the Hickory Hill Park group, said that if the city were to adjust the remaining six acres of the designated park area, the construction project would go forward.

This decision will allow the city to adjust the remaining six acres to the projected amount of money for the remaining six acres in the master plan to the council's decision. If it is found that the remaining six acres, plotted for future cemetery use, be designated as park land and that the remaining 30 acres be dedicated to the park, the city will continue to pursue the project.

Chris Mott, President of the Hickory Hill Park group, said that if the city were to adjust the remaining six acres of the designated park area, the construction project would go forward.

The decision to re-direct Newton Road to the Heart of the Holiday is...
LAWSUITS MOUNT AGAINST MICROSOFT

Seven suits have been filed against the computer giants over the software giant's alleged monopolistic practices.

By David L. Kalish

NEW YORK — A growing wave of private lawsuits against Microsoft Corp. suddenly has the antitrust fighters on several legal fronts facing a difficult battle in Washington and the courts.

U.S. Antitrust authorities had filed a suit against Microsoft to stop the company from duping computer users with a software monstrosity that routinely hinders high-grade hardware. The filing provided the principal legalese for an articulation bringing several legal suits against Microsoft.

Microsoft's officials are trying to keep a low profile in Washington and the courts, they say.

Microsoft is viewed as rich enough to remain calm after experiencing a continued onslaught of legal actions that could spin off litigation in related cases. Among the suits being probed by the courts is a monopolistic practice.

Microsoft has approximately $11 billion in cash and no debt. But legal experts say the state's 17 civil suits, filed in Arizona, California, Louisiana and New York, will add a new challenge at Microsoft as it tries to ensure that legal arguments and trial maneuvers are consistent across different jurisdictions.

Microsoft officials say they are ready to reposition on the software giant's front against settlement or the argument.

"Those private parties say it's not a problem," said Richard Thomas, an expert on corporate 

"The appointment of a mediator and the prospect of a settlement offer no benefit to arguement that Microsoft was not swept by lawsuits. The company's stock was sharply higher Monday, rising more than 4 percent, or $19.51 at $89.81, as of the 2:21 p.m. trading on the Nasdaq market.

A sign posted in front of the Park Place Apartments in Oklahoma City reads "apartment for rent. The building is classified as a condominium, which allows its owners to get a tax break.

Law allows condo tax breaks

CONDO

Continued From Page 1A

The court said condominium owners could recover federal tax defamation of commercial and residential properties, which Carl Castellano, a director of Consumer Complaint Division of the Iowa Department of Revenue and Finance, is mandated to say in the lawsuit.

The court said on both sides of the issue, "The state must continue to pass laws to curb the misuse of these laws in a way that is fair to all parties involved.

The National Conference of State Legislatures has held numerous meetings in the state to prevent the trial from going to a state court.

"As more of these lawsuits are filed, ... "the American Bar Association is leading in this area," said Richard Thomas, an expert on corporate and real estate law.

"We think that verdicts have been reversed, particularly where there is a clear case of overcharge for its Windows operating system," said Castellano. "Moreover, the lawsuits are likely to continue, as Microsoft's stock is sharply higher Monday, rising more than 4 percent, or $19.51 at $89.81, as of the 2:21 p.m. trading on the Nasdaq market.
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RESEARCH SHOWS THAT RESEARCHERS WOULD LIKE TO DO LESS RESEARCH.
More than 12,000 people, including 21 lions, took part in a rally at Fort Benning, Ga., over the weekend. The gathering was organized by a coalition of human rights groups and the School of the Americas. School personnel were reportedly attacked by graduates of the School during a rally at Fort Benning, Ga., over the weekend. El Salvador, massacre in 1981, in which the U.S. trained Salvadoran army killed more than 800 civilians. The school's 40,000 alumni include former Panamanian dictator Manuel Noriega and Guillermo Rodriguez of Ecuador.

As the names were read, protesters began to enter Fort Benning, despite the ban on protests by the Fort's police. People stuck themselves to the fence, and others sat down in the road. The school has been criticized for its role in training the military of various Latin American countries. It has also been criticized for its role in training the military of various Latin American countries.

Protestors included actor Martin Sheen, folk singer Pete Seeger, long-time peace activists Daniel Berrigan, survivors of school graduates' victims, members of Veterans for Peace, parents of different religious denominations, and many others, said Robert Walker, 26, a junior at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. He said the rally was to show solidarity with school graduates at Fort Benning around noon Sunday by Sheehan and Berrigan and a crowd of approximately 4,500 hold a vigil, climaxing the two-day protest, said Daniele Austin.

"They read the name of people killed by School of the Americas graduates, and after each name, we said prayers," which means they are still present with us," he said. "It means we remember them so that we will never again remembering them by changing politics. It was emotional and disturbing but also moving.

As the names were read, problems began to enter Fort Benning, despite the ban on protests by the Fort's police. People stuck themselves to the fence, and others sat down in the road. The school has been criticized for its role in training the military of various Latin American countries. It has also been criticized for its role in training the military of various Latin American countries.

The rally was organized by the School of the Americas of the American Civil Liberties Union. The event was held at Fort Benning. A number of protesters were arrested during the rally.

The school also has a strong presence in the U.S. military. It has trained thousands of military personnel in the U.S. and abroad, including in Nicaragua, El Salvador and Guatemala. The school has been criticized for its role in training the military of various Latin American countries.

The rally was organized by the School of the Americas of the American Civil Liberties Union. The event was held at Fort Benning. A number of protesters were arrested during the rally.

The school also has a strong presence in the U.S. military. It has trained thousands of military personnel in the U.S. and abroad, including in Nicaragua, El Salvador and Guatemala. The school has been criticized for its role in training the military of various Latin American countries.

The rally was organized by the School of the Americas of the American Civil Liberties Union. The event was held at Fort Benning. A number of protesters were arrested during the rally.

The school also has a strong presence in the U.S. military. It has trained thousands of military personnel in the U.S. and abroad, including in Nicaragua, El Salvador and Guatemala. The school has been criticized for its role in training the military of various Latin American countries.
A hardscrabble life in an American hollow

Rory Kennedy's new documentary an unsparing look at poverty in Appalachia.

By Lynn Miller Holiday Press

LOUISVILLE — In the yard of her Appalachia home, Rory Kennedy's handmade quilt hangs in tatters like the floorboards covered with dirt. Her children, now young adults, still live at home, and are an unsparing look at poverty in Appalachia.

She introduced us to low-earning, good-hearted and kind people who are trying to make a living in a region that could have easily abandoned its people. She realized that they were children, too, but more than that, they are the outcasts of an extended family living in a small, isolated county in eastern Kentucky.

Kennedy and her film crew made repeated visits over the course of a year. They introduced us to the Bowling Holidays family in Middlesboro Hollow, a narrow, isolated valley in eastern Kentucky. The film debuted in September.

Rory Kennedy's new documentary an unsparing look at poverty in Appalachia

I ve, left, and Bass Bowling are featured in filmmaker Rory Kennedy's documentary American Hollow. The documentary chronicles a year in the lives of the Bowling family in Middlesboro Hollow, a narrow, isolated valley in eastern Kentucky. The film debuts on HBO Nov. 29 and runs throughout December.

There are certain moments as well, including family reunions where the food and music are plentiful, and tender scenes, such as the feuding buds of mother and a puppy guarding the front yard.

The documentary introduces us to a family portrait. There's no sense of the family's heritage, and the family's helplessness when one of the Bowling sons is wrongly passed by.
USGS failing to serve its constituency

The US Student Government demonstrated its lack of respect for students when it failed to rally student support around the issue of Senate legislation. In its place, the USGS's position was supported by student groups, and the Senate undoubtedly thought the students were not truly interested in its cause. This is particularly disappointing to me, since the USGS's efforts have been in vain.

Many students do not oppose USGS inaction. Instead, they see it as another example of what they consider to be the Senate's lack of concern for students. As a result, the Senate has not had the opportunity to hear the students' concerns.

As a student, I think it is very important to be aware of the Senate's decisions, and I believe that the USGS has a duty to inform students of these decisions. However, it is also important for students to be active in their own communities, and this includes being aware of local government decisions.

The Senate is responsible for making decisions that affect our lives, and it is up to us to be aware of these decisions and to participate in the democratic process. This includes being aware of the USGS's position on local government decisions, as well as participating in the decision-making process ourselves.

The Senate should be more transparent and should make an effort to communicate with students. This includes making an effort to inform students about its decisions, as well as providing opportunities for students to participate in the decision-making process.

In conclusion, the USGS's failure to support Senate legislation has been disappointing. However, as students, we must remain active in our communities, and this includes being aware of local government decisions and participating in the democratic process.

Larry Weintraub

On the Spot

What are your plans for Thanksgiving break?

I'm going to try to get away to the beach and do some surfing, and maybe go camping in the woods. If I can't find anyone to go with, I might just stay home and read a good book.

My plans for Thanksgiving break are to spend time with my family and friends. I'm going to visit my grandparents in New York and stay with my cousin for a few days. We're going to go skiing and hiking in the mountains. I'm also going to try to get some work done during the break.

I'm planning on staying at home and doing some work. I have a project due at the end of the semester, and I need to make sure I get it done.

I'm going to try to get away to the beach and do some surfing, and maybe go camping in the woods. If I can't find anyone to go with, I might just stay home and read a good book.

I'm going to try to get away to the beach and do some surfing, and maybe go camping in the woods. If I can't find anyone to go with, I might just stay home and read a good book.

I'm going to try to get away to the beach and do some surfing, and maybe go camping in the woods. If I can't find anyone to go with, I might just stay home and read a good book.
Clinton: Bulgaria shall fire up heat

Bill Clinton becomes the first American president to visit the former Soviet satellite.

By Jeremy Hunt

Associated Press

SOFIA, Bulgaria — In a bold move square where protesters gathered in the capital, President Clinton promised new assistance to the tiny nation-options will be submitted to Congress, and a policy that has taken a toll on the already weak Bulgarian economy.

Clinton, in the final stop of his Europe trip, will travel to Kosovo for a one-day trip. The visit to Kosovo is expected to be a key event in the situation, and the president will be accompanied by NATO's peacekeeping mission.

In Bulgaria, the president's visit will be seen as a sign of renewal and confidence in the future of the country. The visit is expected to boost the country's economy and send a strong message of support to the Bulgarian people.

The visit is also expected to strengthen the relationship between the United States and Bulgaria, and to help ease tensions between the two countries.

The visit will also be seen as a sign of the president's commitment to the region, and to the importance of maintaining a strong relationship with Bulgaria.
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The REAL Low Price Leader!

SOLD IN ECONOPAKS
U.S.D.A. SELECT BEEF

Boneless Strip Steaks

$3.99

LB.

12 oz., New 50 ct. Bag Seafood Sensations

Our Family Cooked Shrimp

$5.99

12 PACK 12 OZ. CANS ASSORTED VARIETIES

24 PACK 12 OZ. CANS

12 PACK 12 OZ. CANS ASSORTED VARIETIES

12 PACK 12 OZ. CANS ASSORTED VARIETIES

Pepsi Products

$1.88

Limit 2

+ DEPOSIT IN IA

Old Milwaukee

$7.99*

+ DEPOSIT IN IA

Navel Oranges

$1.49

First of the Season

5 lb. Bag...Sweet California

If you find that any Iowa City supermarket advertises a lower price than Econofoods advertises, we will immediately meet that price. NO QUESTIONS ASKED! Shop Econofoods The Real Low Price Leader in Iowa City.
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Iowa wrestlers plan to postpone Thanksgiving dinner

Iowa plans to up rebounding cretainty for Creighton

Iowa to play host over holidays

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL • HAWKEYE CHALLENGE

The Hawkeyes will host Bradley Saturday during the Hawkeye Challenge. The Bluejays will take on Creighton.

Iowa’s Stephanie Baskin drops a shot to beat Bradley 70-64.

The Hawkeyes will host Bradley Saturday during the Hawkeye Challenge.

The typical Thanksgiving Day in America involves the ‘watch the bowl game, eat, busy yourself, sleep. Then eat more’ ritual.

The Thanksgiving game is playing out at Fort Dodge to take on South Dakota State in their opening meet of the season. Friday night and NCWA rules require meet officials to hold off no later than 5 p.m.

In Iowa, the weight-in fall about 1 p.m. At this hour the teams take the mat against South Dakota State.

With a meet scheduled for the day after Thanksgiving, some of Iowa’s wrestlers are planning for their meal.

By Doug Walker

The Daily Iowan

The usual holiday trifecta of turkey, dressing, and pie is on the menu. But what about rest? There’s no rest in the sport of wrestling.

Iowa wrestlers plan to postpone Thanksgiving dinner

If you thought there was no room for improvement on the big meal, think again. A big meal eaten before going easy at the dinner table wouldn’t be good for all.

Iowa wrestler Brian Tollefson has 125-11, 385-412 and 1,219-1,199 for his career. He is looking for a little more zone defense.

Iowa’s Stephanie Baskin drops a shot to beat Bradley 70-64.

The Hawkeyes will host Bradley Saturday during the Hawkeye Challenge.
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If you thought there was no room for improvement on the big meal, think again. A big meal eaten before going easy at the dinner table wouldn’t be good for all.

Iowa wrestler Brian Tollefson has 125-11, 385-412 and 1,219-1,199 for his career. He is looking for a little more zone defense.

Iowa’s Stephanie Baskin drops a shot to beat Bradley 70-64.

The Hawkeyes will host Bradley Saturday during the Hawkeye Challenge.
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The typical Thanksgiving Day in America involves the ‘watch the bowl game, eat, busy yourself, sleep. Then eat more’ ritual.

The Thanksgiving game is playing out at Fort Dodge to take on South Dakota State in their opening meet of the season. Friday night and NCWA rules require meet officials to hold off no later than 5 p.m.

In Iowa, the weight-in fall about 1 p.m. At this hour the teams take the mat against South Dakota State.
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Father of sking World Cup dies at 79

GERONA (AP) — Sergi Llong, the free-skiier who created the World Cup circuit and helped revolutionize the sport, died at age 79.

The International Ski Federation posted, "Today the world of skiing lost one of its great visionaries."

Llong, who was born in Girona, Catalonia, southwest Spain on May 7, 1942, died on Friday night in a hospital in Barcelona, both the ski federation and the Spanish Ski Federation said in statements. He was 79.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — NASCAR driver Patrick Carpentier announced on Tuesday that he was retiring from racing,

"It's a difficult decision to make, but at this stage in my life, I have come to the conclusion that it is the right decision for me," Carpentier said in a statement.

The Canadian-born driver, who drove for Penske Racing, Penske Racing South, and Rhys Millen Racing over the course of his career, also announced that he will continue to work in the sport in an advisory role.

Williams team officials cleared in Senna trial

MIAMI (AP) — Williams-Ford Racing team officials have been cleared of any wrongdoing in the death of Formula One driver Ayrton Senna.

"The Williams-Ford Racing team was therefore cleared of any responsibility for the death of Ayrton Senna," the team's general manager, Paddy Lowe, said in a statement.

Senna died in 1994 during the San Marino Grand Prix, when he collided with a wall at the Tamburello corner. The driver was declared dead on the spot by medical staff.

The investigation into Senna's death, which took place in 1995, was reopened by the Italian Justice Ministry in 2015.

Senna's death sparked protests and demonstrations around the world, and led to calls for changes in Formula One safety regulations.

Robinson Declines Cub Coaching Job

CHICAGO — Frank Robinson has decided not to return to his previous role as Chicago Cubs' hitting coach.

"It was a great opportunity for me to be a part of the team," Robinson said. "I had a great time, but it was time to move on."
SPORTS

The Hall of Fame unveiled its largest single exhibit following its induction ceremony at the Hall in Atlanta on Monday.

By Tom Cotton

TORONTO — Wayne Gretzky headed the ultimate tribute to his unparalleled hockey career — induction in the Hall of Fame — with the same low-key humility that characterized his playing days.

In typical Gretzky fashion, the Great One tried to downplay the moment, but the emotions were too great, even for the guy who is known as "Mr. Gretzky." The crowd roared in approval, and Gretzky, who is also known as "The Great" and "The Gretz," acknowledged the response with a wave and a smile.

The ceremony was a fitting sendoff for Gretzky, who is widely regarded as the greatest player in the history of the National Hockey League.

Throughout his career, Gretzky set numerous records, including those for career goals (892), assists (1,487) and points (2,213). He also won four Stanley Cups with the Edmonton Oilers and three with the Los Angeles Kings.

Gretzky’s retirement from playing in 2000 was a significant moment for hockey fans, and the Hall of Fame induction ceremony celebrated his legacy.

Stewart’s death shadows Grand Slam of Golf

David Love III will replace Payne Stewart in this year’s four Grand Slam champions.

By Gordon Solie

POPGATE, Hawaii — This was a day to remember, a day when Payne Stewart was killed in a plane crash in South Dakota last month.

David Love III, the alternate, will replace Payne Stewart in the Grand Slam of Golf, an event that is played annually at the Hokkaido Shuei Country Club in Japan.

Love, a five-time major champion, will replace Payne Stewart, who was killed in a plane crash outside Rapid City, S.D., on Oct. 26. Love was selected as an alternate for the event, which is considered the foremost tournament for golfers.

Love is expected to play well in the Grand Slam of Golf, which is a four-way match between the world’s top four players.

The tournament has been held in Hawaii since 1970, and it is considered one of the most prestigious events in golf.

The fourth spot is reserved for the U.S. Open champion, but Payne Stewart was killed in a plane crash in South Dakota last month.

Love, who is from California, will replace Payne Stewart in the Grand Slam of Golf.

In a statement released by Stewart’s family, Love said he had been in contact with Payne Stewart’s family and was planning to attend the Grand Slam of Golf.

Love was selected as an alternate for the event, which is considered one of the most prestigious tournaments in golf.

The Grand Slam of Golf is a four-way match between the world’s top four players, and it is held annually in Japan.

The event is considered one of the most prestigious in golf, and it features the world’s top players, including Tiger Woods, Phil Mickelson, and Ernie Els.
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Cardinal leads charge in Maui

Purdue pulled ahead of Chaminade in the first round of the Maui Invitational.

By Jim Conroy

LAHIANA, Hawaii - Brian Cardinal is adding to his reputation as a high school powerhouse and college basketball player with a strong showing in the Maui Invitational.

Cardinal, a 6-foot-8 senior from Brooklyn, N.Y., scored 23 points in a 68-60 win over the Blue Jays. He was named MVP of the tournament.

Cardinal, who attended Chaminade High School in New York, is averaging 27 points per game this season. He leads the Blue Jays in scoring and rebounding.

Cardinal said he was happy to represent his high school in the tournament.

"I'm really proud of the way we've been playing," he said. "We came here to win and we want to keep winning.

Tonight, we played a great game against a tough team. It was a hard-fought battle, but we were able to come out on top.

Our team is really strong, and we're looking forward to the next round.

The Maui Invitational is a great opportunity to showcase our talent and make our mark on the college basketball scene.

We're excited to see what happens next, and we're ready to give our all in every game.

Thank you to everyone who has supported us so far. We couldn't have done it without you.

We're just getting started, and we're determined to make it to the Final Four.

Sincerely, Brian Cardinal"